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Susceptibility and dilution effects of the kagome´ bilayer geometrically frustrated network:
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The archetype of geometrically frustrated compounds SrCr9pGa1229pO19 is a kagome´ bilayer of Heisenberg
Cr31 ions (S53/2) with antiferromagnetic interactions. We present an extensive gallium nuclear magnetic
resonance~NMR! study over a broad Cr-concentration range (0.72<p<0.95). This allows us to probe locally
the susceptibility of the kagome´ bilayer and separate the intrinsic properties due to geometric frustration from
those related to site dilution. Compared to the partial study on one sample,p50.90, presented in Phys. Rev.
Lett. 85, 3496 ~2000!, we perform here a refined study of the evolution of all the magnetic properties with
dilution, with a great emphasis on the lowest dilutedp50.95 sample synthesized for this study. Our major
findings are the following~1! The intrinsic kagome´ bilayer susceptibility reaches a maximum at a temperature
of '40250 K, which we show here to be robust up to a dilution as high as'20%; this maximum is the
signature of the development of short-range antiferromagnetic correlations in the kagome´ bilayer.~2! At low T,
a highly dynamical state induces a strong wipeout of the NMR intensity, regardless of dilution.~3! The low-T
upturn of the macroscopic susceptibility is associated with paramagnetic defects, which stem from the dilution
of the kagome´ bilayer. The low-T analysis of thep50.95 NMR line shape, coupled with a more accurate
determination of the nuclear Hamiltonian at highT, allows us to discuss in detail the nature of the defect. Our
analysis suggests that the defect can be associated with a staggered spin response to the vacancies of the
kagomébilayer. This, altogether with the maximum in the kagome´ bilayer susceptibility, is very similar to what
is observed in most low-dimensional antiferromagnetic correlated systems, even those with a short spin-spin
correlation length.~4! The spin-glass-like freezing observed atTg '2 –4 K is not driven by the dilution-
induced defects.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.144447 PACS number~s!: 75.30.Cr, 75.50.Lk, 76.60.2k
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I. INTRODUCTION

Under certain circumstances, it is impossible for magne
systems to minimize simultaneously all the interactions
tween the spins. The system is then frustrated. This is kn
to occur in the spin-glass~SG! compounds where the diso
der on the magnetic network induces a competition betw
the interactions. In a vast variety of systems, the frustra
can arise from the geometry of the lattice itself, witho
disorder,1 as in the case of the triangular-based antiferrom
netic ~AF! networks. The kagome´ (d52) and the pyrochlore
(d53) networks with AF interactions are a particular cla
of geometrically frustrated networks where the triangles~for
the kagome´ lattice! and the tetrahedras~for the pyrochlore
lattice! share corners instead of sides as for the familiar
angular network.

Within a classical theory, the ground state is built on t
angles and/or tetrahedras with a zero total magnetic mom
0163-1829/2002/65~14!/144447~18!/$20.00 65 1444
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Remarkably, the corner-sharing geometry gives rise to
macroscopic degeneracy of the ground state.2,3 By macro-
scopic, we mean that the energy of the kagome´ or of the
pyrochlore ground state is invariant under a rotation o
finite number of spins. Through these rotations, the sys
can explore all the spin configurations making up the grou
energy level. The energy spectrum is, therefore, charac
ized by the existence of zero energy excitations, the so-ca
soft modes.4 In particular, the soft modes associated with
small number of spins are extremely efficient in destroyin
long-range magnetic order. A nonmagnetic ground state
predicted atT→0 K, with a spin-spin correlation function
^SiSj&;exp(2rij /j), where the correlation lengthj does not
exceed twice the lattice parameter.5 The huge reservoir of
soft modes leads also to a low-energy shift of the excitat
spectrum, so that an unusually highly dynamical state is p
dicted at lowT.6 This peculiar ground state is common
called a cooperative paramagnet state or a ‘‘spin liq
©2002 The American Physical Society47-1
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state.’’
Quite remarkably, a different description of quantum n

ture for S51/2 geometrically frustrated AF networks yield
similar results. As first elaborated by Anderson,7 and vali-
dated through numerical calculations, the ground state ca
constructed on spin singlet pairs and not on nonmagn
triangles ~or tetrahedras!.8 In particular, numerical studie
point at the existence of a ‘‘gap’’ in the magnetic excitati
spectrum of the kagome´ S51/2 network,9 and maybe in the
pyrochloreS51/2 network.10 The term gap is actually inap
propriate as a continuum of singlet states is embedded
tween the singlet ground state and the first excited trip
state. These singlet excitations are in some respects the
log of the classical soft modes. A spin liquid ground state
again favored, with unusual thermodynamic properties s
as a high entropy at lowT.11

The discovery of the kagome´-based insulator
SrCr9pGa1229pO19 in 1988,12 brought considerable attentio
onto geometric frustration. Since then, an intense mappin
the low-T physics of the kagome´ and of the pyrochlore com
pounds has been carried out.13,14 Original properties have
been uncovered, encompassing anomalous SG states15 and
icelike ground states.16 However, nowadays, only a few com
pounds are good candidates for a spin liquid ground st
Following Villain’s early work,17 the discrepancy betwee
experience and theory is to be found in the perturbation
the ideal AF Heisenberg Hamiltonian with nearest-neigh
spin-spin interactions. The dilution of the network,3,18 the
interactions other than nearest-neighbor,19 the dipolar
interaction,20 the anisotropy,21 etc. are perturbations that dif
ferentiate the geometrically frustrated compounds and m
them deviate from the ideal spin liquid behavior. Each dev
tion can potentially induce a long-range order, usually qu
complex. In all experimental studies one must, therefore,
criminate between the properties related to geometric frus
tion and those related to these perturbations, which we m
label by the general term of disorder.

However, even in the presence of these limiting para
eters, spin-liquid-like compounds do exist.22 More than in
any other compound, spin-liquid-like properties are obser
in SrCr9pGa1229pO19 @SCGO(p),0<p,1#. The geometric
frustration in SCGO arises from a kagome´ bilayer of Heisen-
berg Cr31 ions (S53/2), a quasi-two-dimensional networ
of two kagome´ layers connected by a triangular lattice lin
ing layer ~Fig. 1!. The disorder in SCGO stems from th
dilution of the Cr network by nonmagnetic Ga31 ions. To
date, all SCGO crystals reported in literature are nonstoic
metric (p,1).

Although an anomaly is observed at lowT (Tg'2 –4 K
for 0.6<p,1) in the macroscopic susceptibility suggesti
the occurrence of a SG state,23–25 all the other experimenta
data available on SCGO point at the existence of a s
liquid-like ground state. The neutron-diffraction pattern
T,Tg is characterized by a broad peak, from which is e
tracted a spin-spin correlation length of twice the Cr-Cr d
tance (j'2dCr-Cr).

26 A more refined neutron experimen
showed that the diffraction pattern is in agreement with
existence of subgroups of spins~singlets, triangles, or tetra
hedras! of zero magnetic moment.27 Neutrons also reveale
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that only a fraction of the Cr31 moment is frozen and nuon
spin resonance (mSR) experiments revealed the existence
a strongly fluctuating ground state,28,29 a picture further sup-
ported by recent specific-heat measurements, which indi
that only;50% of the total entropy is removed below 10
K.30

From the macroscopic susceptibility (xmacro), one can
observe that a strong AF interaction couples the neighbo
spins with a characteristic Curie-Weiss temperatureQmacro
'500–600 K. The Curie-Weiss behavior ofxmacro extends
to temperaturesT!Qmacro, which is recognized as the mos
typical signature of frustration.13,14It is puzzling that, at very
low T, xmacro progressively deviates from Curie-Weiss b
havior and exhibits a behavior closer to a simple Curie la
This property of SCGO is actually encountered in the maj
ity of the geometrically frustrated magnets. This is in de
contrast with the nonmagnetic ground state predicted fo
spin liquid. It was conjectured that this Curie upturn mig
originate from the dilution, i.e., may not be an intrinsic pro
erty of the kagome´ bilayer susceptibility.31 If this is indeed
the case, what is then the susceptibility of the kagome´ bi-
layer? And what is the underlying mechanism that trigg
the Curie upturn?

These are the main topics addressed in this work thro
the nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR! of gallium nuclei of
SCGO. The69Ga and71Ga nuclei (I 53/2) are local probes
coupled to the Cr31 ions. The gallium nuclei labeled Ga(4f )
are at the heart of frustrated physics, as they are exclusi
coupled to the Cr31 ions of the kagome´ bilayer ~Fig. 2!. The
present NMR study was carried out on different Cr conc
trations of SCGO (0.72<p<0.95). The comparative stud
of the samples shows that Ga(4f ) NMR can discern between
the geometric frustration related properties and the diso
related properties of SCGO: we are able to probe indep
dently the kagome´ bilayer susceptibility and the effects re
lated to dilution, and thus answer both questions on a fi
experimental ground.

The general outline of this paper is the following. After
detailed presentation of the samples used in this work, t
characterization, and a description of their magnetic c

FIG. 1. The magnetic lattice of SCGO is a stacking of kago´
bilayers of Cr31 ions ('78% of the Cr sites!, separated by Cr-Cr
isolated spin pairs ('22% of the Cr sites!.
7-2
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SUSCEPTIBILITY AND DILUTION EFFECTS OF THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 144447
plings ~Sec. II!, we focus on the specificities of the Ga NM
spectrum of SCGO: the gallium sites in SCGO, the nucl
parameters of the Ga(4f ) resonance line, and the optimiza
tion of its detection~Sec. III!, with a special emphasis on th
features uncovered by the study of the least diluted sam
p50.95. We also show that NMR is a very refined techniq
for characterizing the amount of Ga/Cr substitution, es
cially in the low dilution limit. The following sections ad
dress the main points relevant to frustrated physics. C
pared to our previous study presented in Ref. 32, we prov
here a deeper insight on the dilution effects. After a br
overview of the raw NMR spectra and some experimen
details ~Sec. IV!, we present in Sec. V the first part of ou
comparative study. By probing the susceptibility on a lo
stand through the NMR shift, we identify the intrinsic, i.e
dilution-independent susceptibility, typical of the SCG
family—the archetype of geometrically frustrated com
pounds. We then discuss our experimental results in the l
of the existing models and calculations. The main topic
Sec. VI is the study of the dilution effects. Using the NM
width, we can track down in SCGO the effect associa
with the dilution of the magnetic network and isolate
contribution to the macroscopic susceptibility. Moreover,
demonstrate that the impact of the site dilution is not
effect simply localized around the substitution site. As
discuss, this sets specific constraints on the theoretical m
els describing the dilution effects. We finally suggest an
terpretation of our NMR results based on the general con
of the AF correlated systems. A summary and the conclud
remarks can be found in Sec. VII.

II. SAMPLES AND MAGNETIC COUPLINGS

The Cr31 ions of SCGO occupy three distinct sites, whi
are denoted 12k, 2a, and 4f v i ~Fig. 2!. The Cr(12k) sites
represent 2/3 of the total number of Cr31 ions and are ar-
ranged to form a kagome´ lattice. The two kagome´ planes are
separated by a Cr(2a) triangular layer (1/9 of the Cr31

ions!. The remaining 2/9 of the Cr31 ions occupy the
Cr(4f v i) sites. A realistic description of the Cr-Cr magne
couplings in SCGO showed that this compound has c

FIG. 2. The crystal structure of ideal SrCr9Ga3O19. The light
gray circles represent the oxygen atoms~we have restrained thei
number for clarity!. The Sr atoms are not represented. The th
dashed lines show the typical hyperfine coupling paths of the
lium nuclei to various Cr sites through the oxygen ions.
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plings similar to Cr2O3.33 As was evidenced in Ref. 33
SCGO is made up of only two magnetic entities.~1! The
kagomébilayer, i.e., the kagome´-Cr(2a)-kagoméstructure,
with an average AF coupling ofJbilayer'80 K as we estab-
lish in Sec. V.~2! The Cr(4f v i)-Cr(4f v i) spin pairs with an
AF coupling of Jpair5216(2) K, each pair being isolate
from the others. The full structure is obtained by the sta
ing: spin pairs/kagome´ bilayer/spin pairs/kagome´ bilayer,
etc. The interaction between the kagome´ bilayer and the spin
pairs is small (;1 K). Since all the Cr(4f v i) spin pairs
form nonmagnetic singlets at lowT (T!Jpair , see the Ap-
pendix!, the low-T properties of SCGO are expected to r
flect those of the kagome´ bilayer network only.

From the previous considerations, it is quite clear that
kagomébilayer structure is more complex to model than
pure kagome´ system. However, SCGO is ideal in many r
gards. As mentioned in the Introduction, the interactions
the magnetic Hamiltonian other than a nearest-neighbor
teraction, are likely to modify the spin liquid nature of th
ground state. These interactions are here extremely s
compared to the Cr-Cr interaction in the kagome´ bilayer. The
anisotropy of Cr31 is '0.08 K ~spins are, therefore, o
Heisenberg nature!,34 the dipolar interaction is;0.1 K, and
the next-nearest-neighbor interactionsJnnn are most likely
uJnnnu,4 K, as in Cr2O3.35 These microscopical detail
might not be totally uncorrelated with the spin-liquid-lik
behavior observed in SCGO.

The present study was performed on a series of se
values of Cr content, corresponding to concentrations op
50.72,0.81,0.89,0.90,0.91,0.93,0.95. All the samples are
ramics and were synthesized by a solid-state reaction
SrCO3, Cr2O3, and Ga2O3 in air at 1350 °C, typical for
SCGO. The reaction products were checked by x-ray diffr
tion and by macroscopic susceptibility measurements.
physical parameters forxmacro yielded results in agreemen
with literature~Table I!. More refined characterizations wer
also performed. Thep50.81,0.89,0.95 samples were inve
tigated by high-resolution neutron diffraction with the D2
spectrometer of the Institut Laue-Langevin in order to e
mate the occupation of the three Cr sites of SCGO, resp
tively, p12k , p2a , and p4 f v i

, otherwise nonmeasurable b

x-ray diffraction. The results are presented in Fig. 3. Thep
50.72 and 0.90 samples were the object ofmSR studies.28,29

Finally, the Cr concentration of the samples was a
checked directly by Ga NMR~detailed in Sec. III!.

k
l-

TABLE I. The characteristic susceptibility parameters for som
of the SCGO samples studied.me f f and Qmacro are extracted by
fitting the high-T behavior ofxmacro

21 (T>150 K) to a Curie-Weiss
law.

p me f f Qmacro ~K! Tg ~K!

0.72 3.85(5)mB 356~11! 2.3
0.81 4.00(2)mB 439~7! 3.3
0.89 4.05(2)mB 501~7! 3.5
0.90 4.21(1)mB 560~5! 3.2
0.95 4.23(2)mB 608~7! 3.6
7-3
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L. LIMOT et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 144447
The synthesis of samples with higher Cr content thanp
50.95 failed. The x-ray diffraction showed a Cr2O3 parasiti-
cal presence of*0.5% ~our detection threshold! in the final
product ofp50.95 and all the additional Cr2O3 introduced
in the solid-state reaction to reach higher concentrations
p50.95 simply did not react. This sets the limit of this sy
thesis method to thep50.95 concentration. Interestingly
this limit may be related to the fact that the Ga/Cr subst
tion in SCGO is not uniform, i.e., the Cr concentration is n
equal top on all the sites. As shown in Fig. 3, the Ga/C
substitution on the Cr(12k) sites corresponds to stoichiom
etry (p'p12k), whereas in contrast the Cr(2a) sites are ro-
bust to substitution (p2a.p), the nonstoichiometric gallium
occupying preferentially the Cr(4f v i) sites (p4 f v i

,p).12,33,36

We note that no gallium is present on the Cr(2a) sites of the
p50.95 sample and that concomitantly the parasitical Cr2O3
problem occurs at this same Cr concentration, an indica
that the two phenomena may be related to the same chem
constraint.

A last point we would like to address is the influence
the Ga/Cr substitution on the crystal parametersa andc. The
largest structural change we observed is an elongation
'0.004 Å of the Cr(12k)-Cr(2a) distance in thep50.72
sample (2.975 Å) compared to thep50.95 sample
(2.971 Å). A study on a series of chromium-based oxid
with Cr-O-Cr bonding angles;90 ° ~as in SCGO! showed
that the Cr-Cr exchange constant decreases linearly with
creasing Cr-Cr distance~Fig. 4! with a slope ofDJ/DdCr-Cr
'450 K/Å,37 from which we extract a negligible variatio
of the SCGO exchange constants at most ofDJ'3 K. We,
therefore, expect the sizeablevariation of the magnetic prop
erties of SCGO with pto reflect only the effect of the lattice
dilution.

III. Ga NMR SPECTRUM

The present NMR study was performed on the69Ga
(69g510.219 MHz/T,69Q50.178310224 cm2) and the

FIG. 3. The relative Cr concentration on the 12k, 2a, and 4f v i

sites determined by the neutron measurements (p12k ,p2a ,p4 f v i
)

versus the overall Cr concentration~p! of our p50.81,0.89,0.95
samples~open squares! and of other samples in the literatur
~closed circles!. The Cr concentration of the three sites follow
stoichiometry when the symbols fall on the solid line.
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71Ga (71g512.982 MHz/T,71Q50.112310224 cm2) nu-
clei of SCGO powder samples (g andQ are, respectively, the
gyromagnetic ratio and the quadrupolar moment of
nucleus!. The gallium ions are present on two distinct cry
tallographic sites, which are designated by Ga(4f ) and
Ga(4e) ~Fig. 2!. A previous spectral analysis, carried out o
the p50.90 sample in a sweep field set up at a radio f
quency ofn r f 5131 MHz, successfully assigned each site
the corresponding peak in the NMR spectrum.38 There, it
was shown that the Ga NMR spectrum of both isotopes
actually the sum of three contributions: Ga(4f ), Ga(4e),
and an extra contribution related to the presence of non
ichiometric gallium on the Cr sites, which we label b
Ga~sub!.

As was pointed out in Ref. 38, the interest of Ga NM
resides in the fact that the gallium nuclei are coupled to
neighboring magnetic Cr31 ions through a Ga-O-Cr hyper
fine bridge~Fig. 2!. In particular, the69,71Ga(4f ) nuclei are
exclusively coupled to the kagome´ bilayer, nine from the two
kagoméadjacent Cr(12k) layers and three from the interme
diate Cr(2a) sites. Through Ga(4f ) NMR we are then able
to probe locally the magnetic properties of the kagome´ bi-
layer. The present NMR study is, therefore devoted
Ga(4f ) NMR.

Along with the hyperfine interaction mentioned he
above, the nuclear Hamiltonian of gallium in SCGO al
bears an additional quadrupole interaction due to the elec
field gradient ~EFG! on the gallium sites. Following the
usual notations, the nuclear Hamiltonian may be expres
as

H52hg IW•~1J1KJ !•HW 1
hnQ

6
@3I z

22I 21h~ I x
22I y

2!#,

whereHW is the applied field, the principal axes of the ma

netic shift tensorKJ are collinear with the direction of the
nuclear-spin operatorsI x , I y , and I z , nQ is the quadrupole
frequency, and 0<h<1 is the quadrupole asymmetry pa
rameter. The main focus of the spectral analysis presente

FIG. 4. The Cr-Cr couplings as a function of the Cr-O-Cr ang
~left! and the Cr-Cr distance~right! for the average Cr-Cr coupling
of the SCGO kagome´ bilayer ~see Sec. V B!, the SCGO
Cr(4f v i)-Cr(4f v i) pairs ~Ref. 33!, Cr2O3 ~Ref. 35!, and a series of
Cr oxides~Ref. 37!. The stars stand for the Cr(12k)-Cr(12k) and
the Cr(12k)-Cr(2a) couplings of SCGO’s kagome´ bilayer, which
we determined in a previous paper via a refined analysis of
NMR shift ~Ref. 45!.
7-4
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SUSCEPTIBILITY AND DILUTION EFFECTS OF THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 144447
this section is to complete the study of Ref. 38 by determ
ing the quadrupole contribution to the nuclear Hamilton
of Ga(4f ), working in a frequency range (n r f
540.454 MHz) more appropriate for the observation of t
69,71Ga(4f ) resonance lines. We study here the spectrum
the p50.95 sample, which yields sharper quadrupole f
tures than thep50.90 sample~or of any of the other sample
studied!. The knowledge of the quadrupole parameters
ported in Table II allows us, in the following section,
separate the magnetic and the quadrupole contribution
the Ga(4f ) spectrum and, hence, to safely evaluate the m
netic properties of the kagome´ bilayer.

In the second part of this section we focus on Ga~sub!. We
identify the contribution of Ga~sub! to the spectrum acquire
at n r f 540.454 MHz and, on the basis of this contributio
provide a method to evaluate the Cr concentration of
SCGO samples through Ga NMR, especially well suited
the very low dilutions.

A. Spectral analysis of Ga„4f …

Neglecting the Ga-substituted sites, the Ga NMR sp
trum displays four sets of lines corresponding to the t
isotopes distributed on both Ga(4e) and Ga(4f ) sites. In a
powder, for a given site and a given isotope, the line-sh
results from the distribution of the angles between the fi
and the EFG principal axis. This yields singularities rath
than well defined peaks—the so-called powder line shap

The quadrupole interaction of gallium nuclei in SCGO
a consequence of the coupling of the nucleus to the E
produced by the surrounding electronic charges, here ma
the oxygen ions. As shown in Fig. 2, Ga(4e) is surrounded
by a bipyramid of five oxygen ions. This environment has
local cubic symmetry and results in a strong quadrupole
quency as was evidenced in Ref. 38~Table II!. In contrast
with Ga(4e), Ga(4f ) is surrounded by a nearly ideal tetr
hedron of oxygens ions, only slightly elongated along
crystalline cW axis. Since a regular tetrahedron has a lo
cubic symmetry, we expect the quadrupole frequency
Ga(4f ) to be nQ(4 f )!nQ(4e). This agrees with Ref. 38
where the Ga(4f ) quadrupolar effects were not detected a
frequency ofn r f 5131 MHz. The asymmetry parameterh,
which quantifies the deviation of the EFG from axial sym
metry, is, in principle, close to zero for both sites as th
share a rotation axis alongcW .

We present in the top panel of Fig. 5 a field sweep sp
trum, obtained atn r f 540.454 MHz andT580 K for the

TABLE II. The quadrupole parameters of the 4e and 4f gallium
nuclei in SCGO. The69Ga isotope yields a stronger quadrupo
interaction compared to the71Ga isotope, since the quadrupole m
ments are in a ratio of69Q/71Q5 69nQ /71nQ51.589.

71nQ ~MHz! 69nQ ~MHz! h

Ga(4e)a 20.5~3! 32.6~5! 0.050~35!

Ga(4f )b 2.9~2! 4.6~2! 0.005~6!

aFrom Ref. 38.
bThis work.
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p50.95 sample. The sweep, from 2.65 T to 4.80 T, cov
the spectrum of both isotopes and yields the expected
tures. We first focus on the69,71Ga(4e) line. A powder
sample simulation of the 4e line is presented in the bottom
panel of Fig. 5 to emphasize its contribution to the spectru
Each 4e isotope, i.e.,71Ga(4e) and 69Ga(4e), exhibits a
resonance in a wide range of fields, with multiple quadrup
peaks and steps associated with the three nuclear Zee
transitions 3/2↔1/2, 1/2↔21/2, and21/2↔23/2. As evi-
denced in Fig. 5, in this field window only the 1/2↔21/2
resonance transition is resolved yielding for each 4e isotope
two singularities known as the central line singularities~la-
beled, respectively, by CL2 and CL1 in Fig. 5!. These two
singularities are the boundaries of the central line splitting
width 'nQ

2 /2gn r f .39 Compared to the working frequency o
n r f 5131 MHz used in Ref. 38, the much lower frequen
of n r f 540.454 MHz allows here to spread the 4e line over
a wider field range. The69,71Ga(4e) contribution to the spec-
trum is a nearly constant background of small amplitu
compared to the69Ga(4f ) and 71Ga(4f ) lines—the two
prominent peaks of Fig. 5—hence there is a better cont
between the sites. Furthermore, overlap between the Gae)
and Ga(4f ) lines is also minimized at this radio frequency

We now focus on the69,71Ga(4f ) line of Fig. 5. In these
favorable experimental conditions, it can be seen that b
4 f peaks are flanked by two shoulders, the so-called sate
singularities~labeled, respectively, by Sat2 and Sat1 in the
middle panel of Fig. 5!, associated with the 3/2↔1/2
(Sat2) and the21/2↔23/2 (Sat1) nuclear transitions.
The detection of the satellite singularities is a clear indicat
of the existence of quadrupole effects in the69,71Ga(4f )

FIG. 5. Top panel: A field sweep of71Ga and 69Ga at n r f

540.454 MHz. The site and transition assignments of each p
are described in the text. Middle panel: The satellite transitions
the 69,71Ga(4f ) line. The satellite singularities of the 4e line are not
resolved. Bottom panel: A line simulation of69,71Ga(4f ) ~solid line!
and of 69,71Ga(4e) ~dark gray area! performed on the basis of th
quadrupole parameters of Table II. The simulated spectrum doe
account for the Ga~sub! contribution.
7-5
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L. LIMOT et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 144447
spectrum, implying also a central line splitting for Ga(4f ).
To emphasize this central line splitting, we present in Fig
narrow field sweeps of both isotopes atT5150 K. The
sweep ranging from 3.820 T to 3.960 T covers the69Ga(4f )
line ~bottom abscissa! whereas the sweep ranging from 3.0
T to 3.069 T covers the71Ga(4f ) line ~top abscissa!. As
shown, the two central lines match since we expanded
field window of 71Ga(4f ) by a factor 69(Q2/g)/71(Q2/g)
53.209, i.e., by the ratio of the central line quadrupo
widths expected for the two isotopes. Figure 6 also indica
that the structure observed in the 4f line is dominated, at
these temperatures, by quadrupole effects. In particular,

anisotropy in the shiftKJ , which could, in principle, yield
additional structure to the line, is small, i.e., the shift is is

tropic (KJ[K). This conclusion is further supported by
calculation, presented below, ofall the field singularities.

We now turn to the evaluation of the quadrupole para
eters of 69,71Ga(4f ). This was carried out using the fiel
positions Hsing of the quadrupole singularities determine
from Fig. 5 and reported in Table III, which depend only
the three parametersnQ(4 f ), h(4 f ), and K, provided the
shift is isotropic:Hsing5H(nQ ,h,K).39 We evaluated the 4f
quadrupole parameters from the singularity positions
69Ga(4f )Sat2, 69Ga(4f )CL1, and 69Ga(4f )Sat1. At T
580 K, the shift isK50.0285(5). The extracted quadru-
pole parameters are presented in Table II and are foun

FIG. 6. Field sweeps of the69Ga(4f ) and the71Ga(4f ) lines at
T5150 K. The closed~open! symbols represent69Ga (71Ga). The
top abscissa is scaled to the bottom by a fac
69(Q2/g)/71(Q2/g)53.209 to evidence the quadrupole structure
the lines. The hump at'3.065 T is 71Ga(sub).
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agreement with expectations. To confirm the isotropic nat
of the shift, we performed a self-consistency test by cal
lating the field positions of all the quadrupole singularities
Fig. 5. This is readily done using the three paramet
nQ(4 f ), h(4 f ), andK determined previously and the set
equations of Ref. 39. As shown in Table III, the calculat
positions are in excellent agreement with the experime
ones.

Finally, concerning the quadrupole interaction in all t
other SCGO samples studied, no appreciable change
evidenced innQ(4 f ) andh(4 f ). In conclusion, the Ga(4f )
central line is narrow enough in all the samples to allo
following accurately theT variation of the shift and of the
linewidth.

B. Gallium substituted on the Cr sites

In Fig. 7 we compare the71Ga spectra obtained for th
p50.81, 0.89, 0.95 samples atT5150 K and n r f
540.454 MHz. Care was taken to ensure the same exp
mental conditions. The field sweeps of Fig. 7 cover a narr
field window dH ~from 3.00 T to 3.15 T! centered on the
central line of 71Ga(4f ) (H'3.05 T). Two features differ
between the samples:~1! The line atH'3.065 T, whose
integrated area decreases with increasingp, which is, there-
fore, 71Ga(sub);~2! the constant backgroundb(p), which
decreases with increasingp. 71Ga(sub) and a part ofb(p)
are, therefore, all the contributions of the nonstoichiome
gallium to the 71Ga spectrum.40

r

FIG. 7. A field sweep centered on the71Ga(4f ) central line
performed atT5150 K. The solid line is a multiple Gaussian fi
Inset: pNMR versusp. The open and closed symbols are, resp
tively, the Cr concentration evaluated by direct integration and
multiple Gaussian fits. The dashed line is the expected value f
neutron/x-ray diffraction.
h
ted.
TABLE III. The field positions of the 4f quadrupole singularities in Fig. 5.Hsing are the fields where eac
singularity was found experimentally andHsing

calc are the calculated fields where the singularities are expec
The missingHsing

calc correspond to the field singularities used to perform the calculation.

Sing. 71Hsing ~T! 69Hsing ~T! 71Hsing
calc ~T! 69Hsing

calc ~T!

4 f CL2 3.025~2! 3.838~1! 3.026~2! 3.838~2!

4 f CL1 3.036~1! 3.865~1! 3.035~2!

4 f Sat2 2.924~9! 3.628~8! 2.921~9!

4 f Sat1 3.137~7! 4.066~8! 3.138~7!
7-6
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SUSCEPTIBILITY AND DILUTION EFFECTS OF THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 144447
Since the nonstoichiometric gallium is present on
three Cr sites of SCGO, one would expect to detect th
gallium lines and not a unique Ga~sub! line. To gain insight
into this problem, we studied the spectrum of the parent
nonmagnetic compound SrGa12O19 (p50). The spectrum al-
lows to evidence sizeable quadrupole effects on thek
@ 71nQ55.1(1) MHz and h50.47(3)# and on the 4f v i
@ 71nQ51.6(1) MHz andh50.03(5)# substituted sites, oth
erwise nonmeasurable in the magnetic compounds (pÞ0).41

The quadrupole effects on the 2a site are negligible (71nQ
'0.3 MHz andh'0). Turning back to the spectra of Fig
7, the 71Ga(sub) line is the unresolved sum of the 2a line
and of the 12k and 4f v i quadrupole central lines of subst
tuted gallium, whereas the backgroundb(p), in addition to
the Ga(4e) and Ga(4f ) satellite contributions mentioned i
Sec. III A, contains the sum of the satellite contributions
the substituted gallium.

In order to evaluate the Cr concentration of our samp
using Ga NMR (pNMR), we determine the intensitiesI 4 f and
I sub(p) of, respectively, the71Ga(4f ) central line and the
71Ga(sub) line of Fig. 7. To do so, we evaluate the integra
area of both lines corrected for the transverse expone
relaxation @T2(sub)578(2) ms and T2(4 f )550(1) ms#.
I sub(p) and I 4 f are, respectively, proportional to the amou
of gallium present on the three substitution sites and on
4 f site. The lines are well separated in thep50.95 sample,
so thatI sub(p) andI 4 f are evaluated separately. For the mo
diluted samples, the intensityI 4 f is fixed to the p50.95
value as the amount of gallium on the 4f site is independen
of Cr concentration.I sub(p) was then evaluated either b
direct integration of the spectrum over the field windowdH
and subsequent subtraction of bothb(p)dH and I 4 f , or by
reproducing all the lines with a minimal three-Gaussian
and an additional constant backgroundb(p) @one Gaussian
for the 71Ga(4f ) line with an intensity fixed to thep50.95
value, and two Gaussians for71Ga(sub), the area of which
yields I sub#. From the ratioI sub/I 4 f , we can extractpNMR .
In the inset of Fig. 7 we show the variation ofpNMR with the
concentrationp determined by x-ray and neutron diffractio
Whatever the method employed~integration or multiple
Gaussian fits!, we notice a perfect agreement between
different characterization methods. SincepNMR is equal top,
we conclude that the actual chemical content correspond
the nominal concentration.

Incidentally, Ga NMR proves to be quite an accurate t
for determining the Cr concentration in SCGO, especially
dilutions as low as 5% or less where the other techniques
beyond their sensitivity limit. For the samples withp.0.95,
we did not find any further decrease of theI sub value, which
confirms locally that it is impossible to synthesize sampl
beyond thep50.95 limit found through x-ray diffraction.

IV. DILUTION AND T DEPENDENCE OF THE Ga„4f …
SPECTRUM

To appreciate the experimental evidence of the proper
we discuss in the following sections, we present here
dilution and theT dependence of the raw71Ga(4f ) NMR
spectra. The main relevant physical parameters of interes
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the shift of the line, which as we establish allows us to pro
directly the susceptibility of the kagome´ bilayer, and the line-
width, which in contrast yields information on the distribu
tion of the internal local fields in the kagome´ bilayer. We also
briefly describe the analysis performed to extract these s
tral parameters.

A. Experimental data

The Ga(4f ) spectra were recorded in a wideT range,
from 5 K to 410 K. Up to 200 K, the spectra were o
tained in a sweep field set up with a working frequency
n r f 540.454 MHz. For 150 K<T<410 K, the spectra
were recorded in a static field of'7 T by a swept-
frequency variant of the field step spectroscopy metho42

Our data can be sorted in two distinct temperature doma
typically T>100 K andT,100 K.

A typical series of high-T spectra (100 K<T<180 K) is
presented in Fig. 8 for thep50.95 sample. The field window
~from 3.00 T to 3.08 T! covers the central line of71Ga(4f ).
Figure 8 is representative of the evolution of Ga(4f ) at T
>100 K for all the samples studied. The line shape is nea
constant with temperature, as dominated byT-independent
quadrupole effects, and shifts towards low fields with d
creasing temperature. The shiftK, which is experimentally
measured by the position of the71Ga(4f )CL1 singularity and
by performing minor quadrupole corrections~see Sec. III!,
therefore increases when the temperature is lowered.

TheT dependence of bothK and the width changes at low
T. We present in Fig. 9 spectra ranging from 5 K to 50
for the p50.95 sample~top! and thep50.81 sample~bot-
tom!. The field window covers the71Ga(4f ) line, but is
larger than in Fig. 8, from 2.90 T to 3.15 T. Three importa
features should be noticed.

~1! The line now shifts toward the high fields and henceK
is decreasing with the temperature. HoweverK does not
reach the zero value, i.e., the71Ga(4f ) line is never centered
at the reference value71Hre f5n r f /71g53.116 T. The com-
parison of the two series of spectra establishes that
change in the shift direction is not affected by the dilution

~2! The width increases with decreasing temperature. T
quadrupole structure that can still be noticed on theT
550 K spectrum of thep50.95 sample is progressivel

FIG. 8. Typical high-T field sweeps of the71Ga(4f ) central
line.
7-7
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L. LIMOT et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 144447
washed away as temperature is lowered. AtT520 K, the
line is marked by a smooth symmetric broadening o
Gaussian nature. This broadening is more important for
p50.81 sample than for thep50.95 sample, i.e., the width
is sensitive to the dilution. The71Ga(sub) line is no longe
resolved in thisT domain.

~3! A last feature we would like to underline is the abru
decrease of the detected69,71Ga(4f ) nuclear population a
T,15 K in both samples. The nuclear population, prop
tional to the integrated area of the 4f line, actually decrease
in the same way in all the samples studied~Fig. 10!. It,
therefore, originates from a dilution-independent mechani
The present result confirms the conclusions of the previ
Ga(4f ) NMR study on thep50.90 sample.32 There, the
wipeout of the intensity was assigned to originate from

FIG. 9. Low-T field sweeps of71Ga(4f ) for thep50.95 sample
~top panel! and thep50.81 sample~bottom panel!. The dashed line
is a guide to the eye.

FIG. 10. The 69,71Ga(4f ) population detected by NMR. Fo
each sample, the integrated area of the 4f line is normalized by the
integrated area measured in the 20–50 K temperature range, w
it is found constant in temperature. The Ga(4e) contribution, con-
stant in temperature, was subtracted.T2 corrections were found
quite small and do not affect estimates below 50 K.
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intrinsic high dynamics of the kagome´ bilayer spin system
whenT→0 K. This effect, explicitly evidenced in SCGO b
mSR measurements,28,29 is taken to be the signature of
spin-liquid-like ground state. Because of this abrupt decre
of the NMR signal,69,71Ga(4f ) is not a suitable probe fo
T,10–15 K. The comparison of the spectra of all t
samples enables us in the following sections to easily se
rate the properties related to the dilution from the intrin
properties independent on the dilution.

B. NMR line analysis

Compared to Ref. 32, we employed here a differe
method to evaluate the shiftK and the widthDH of the
spectra of Fig. 9.~i! For all the samples, we choose
69,71Ga(4f ) high-T reference spectrum dominated b
T-independent quadrupole effects@SQ(H)#. ~ii ! In order to
recover the low-T broadening of Gaussian nature,SQ(H) is
convoluted by a normalized Gaussian functionG(H) of
width DH. Since it is impossible to fit separately the subs
tuted and nonsubstituted sites, we explicitly assume that
the highly diluted samples both sites broaden identica
This is likely the case in view of the hyperfine couplin
paths. The lowT spectrumSM(H) is, therefore, simply re-
produced by

SM~H !5aFy01E
2`

1`

G~H2H8!SQ~H81Hs!dH8G ,
whereHs is the field shift ofSQ(H) from which we extract
K. Since the69,71Ga(4f ) line lies on a constant backgroun
that results mainly from the contribution of the second g
lium site Ga(4e) ~see Fig. 5!, the amplitudea and the con-
stant backgroundy0 are employed to readjust the relativ
spectral weights of the 4e and of the 4f lines when the
transverse relaxationT2 corrections vary differently on the
two gallium sites.43 We also restricted our fits to the left sid
of the line, very sharp at highT and which has the majo
advantage of not being affected by the Ga/Cr substitutio
Concerning the values ofK, we did not find any significant
difference with the method employed in Ref. 32.

C. Magnetic contribution to the Ga„4f …-NMR line:
Shift and width

We briefly recall here the relationship between the con
bution of each gallium nucleus to the Ga(4f ) NMR line and
its local magnetic environment in order to underline wh
can be exactly probed through Ga(4f ) NMR ~more details
can be found in Refs. 38, 41, and 45!.

Each Ga(4f ) nucleus is coupled to its Cr(12k) and
Cr(2a) nearest neighbors~nn! through a Ga-O-Cr hyperfine
interaction with a hyperfine constantA.44 We suppose tha
the susceptibility in the kagome´ bilayer varies from Cr site to
Cr site and label it, in a generic manner, byx. A Ga(4f ) at
site i will contribute to the NMR spectrum at a positio
depending upon the number of the nn occupied Cr sites
their susceptibilityx. This corresponds to the shiftK ( i ) in the
NMR spectrum for gallium at sitei,

ere
7-8
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K ( i )5 (
occupied nn Cr(12k,2a)

Ax

~the chemical shift is negligible!. The average shift of the
NMR line, which we label byK in the following sections, is
simply related to the average susceptibilityx̄ over all the Cr
sites. As we establish, the shift corresponds to the frustr
susceptibilityx f rustr , so thatK}x f rustr . Instead, the spatia
distribution of K ( i ) aroundK defines the magnetic width o
the Ga NMR spectrum and reflects the existence of a sp
distribution ofx ~as we detail in Sec. VI B, a spatial distr
bution of the hyperfine constant or a distribution related
the presence of Cr vacancies in the nuclear environmen
negligible and cannot justify the low-T broadening ob-
served!.

V. KAGOMÉ BILAYER SUSCEPTIBILITY: EVIDENCE
FOR CORRELATIONS EFFECTS

As mentioned in the preceding section, the shiftK mea-
sures the average kagome´ bilayer susceptibility that prove
to be unobservable at lowT through the macroscopic sus
ceptibility measurements. We show here that theT depen-
dence ofK gives a sharp evidence for a maximum in t
susceptibilityx f rustr around 50 K, whatever the amount o
dilution. The comparison of our results on the SCGO co
pound with the different models existing in the literatu
does not allow us to totally validate or invalidate them. O
observations rather favor an image, supported by rec
neutron-diffraction data, where the short-range magnetic
relations play a central role.

A. An intermediate temperature scale

TheT dependence ofK for thep50.81,0.89,0.95 sample
is presented in Fig. 11. The figure is the quantitative eva
ation of the line shifts of Figs. 8 and 9.K increases following
a Curie-Weiss law~see below! up to a temperature ofTmax
540–50 K, where it reaches a maximum. BelowTmax, K
decreases, but does not reach zero for the observed tem
tures (T>15 K). The decrease inK is slightly more pro-
nounced with increasing dilution. For thep50.81 sample,
K(T515 K)/K(Tmax)'0.86, instead of 0.92 for thep
50.95 sample. Although forT,15 K the measurement ofK
is less significant since a wipeout of the intensity occurs,
observed in thep50.90 sample only a decrease ofK(T
57 K)/K(Tmax)'0.77.32

The typicalT variation ofK21 is presented in the inset o
Fig. 11 for thep50.95 sample. The high-T variation ofK21

(T>100 K) is linear for all the samples, suggesting a Cur
Weiss behavior. A linear extrapolation toK2150 yields the
Curie-Weiss temperature as determined by NMR (QNMR).
The values of QNMR are 453(30) K, 469(27) K, and
484(25) K for thep50.81,0.89,0.95 samples, respective
We find here inK a well-known property of the susceptibilit
of the geometrically frustrated compounds: the Curie-We
behavior continues to subsist at temperaturesT!QNMR .

Assuming the Curie-Weiss value of the kagome´ bilayer to
be ^z&JbilayerS(S11)/3kB , where^z&55.14 is the average
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number of nearest neighbors for a Cr site of the kago´
bilayer as the Cr environments of the Cr(2a) and the
Cr(12k) sites differ, we find an average exchange constan
Jbilayer'80 K. As shown in Fig. 4, this value is close to th
exchange constantJ576(3) K observed in Cr2O3 where the
Cr31 ions have a local octahedral environment similar
Cr(12k).35 We also gained more insight on the couplings
the kagome´ bilayer through a mean-field analysis of th
high-T shift, detailed in Ref. 45, which allowed us to eval
ate the Cr(12k)-Cr(2a) and the Cr(12k)-Cr(12k) couplings
~their values are reported on Fig. 4!. Turning back to the
NMR Curie-Weiss temperature,QNMR is of the same order
as the macroscopic Curie-Weiss temperature, altho
smaller with an increasing difference at higher Cr concen
tions. This difference is related to the fact that the susce
bility of the Cr(4f v i)-Cr(4f v i) isolated spin pairs also con
tributes toxmacro, but is absent inK since the Ga(4f ) nuclei
probe only the susceptibility of the kagome´ bilayer ~Sec.
V B!.

The linear behavior ofK for T!QNMR and the deviation
from this behavior that results in a maximum inK versus
temperature is a common feature of the three samples. It
stems from a physics robust on dilution, therefore related
an intrinsic property of the kagome´ bilayer. Tmax is a new
temperature scale for SCGO since it differs substantia
from the two known characteristic temperatures, the freez
temperatureTg (Tmax/Tg'10) and the Curie-Weiss tem
perature (Tmax/QNMR'0.1).

B. Evidence for a two-component macroscopic susceptibility

We compare in Fig. 12 theT dependence ofK ~left y axis!
and of xmacro ~right y axis! for the p50.95 sample. The

FIG. 11. Top panel:K versusT down to 15 K. A minor second-
order quadrupole correction has been performed. Inset:K21 versus
T for p50.95. Bottom panel:K versusT plotted using reduced
units. CCW and QNMR are, respectively, the Curie-Weiss consta
and temperature extracted from the high-T Curie-Weiss fit toK21

described in the text.
7-9
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discrepancy between the low-T behavior ofK andxmacro is
quite clear since instead of a maximum in the susceptibi
xmacro exhibits a Curie-like law at lowT. The difference
betweenK and xmacro is also perceptible directly on th
spectra of Fig. 9 where an arrow indicates the approxim
position where the maximum of the71Ga(4f ) line should
occur if K}xmacro. Instead of a model wherexmacro has a
single component, our results establish thatxmacro yields at
least two distinct contributions. The first one isx f rustr , spa-
tially uniform over the kagome´ bilayer and which is reflected
in K ~Sec. IV C!. A second one, nonuniform over the C
sites, which is necessary to explain the Curie-like upt
observed at lowT. We label this contribution asxde f , since
in Sec. VI we establish thatxde f is the susceptibility of the
magnetic defects generated by the dilution of the kago´
bilayer. The comparison of Fig. 12 establishes on an exp
mental ground the conjecture by Schiffer and Daruka o
two-component macroscopic susceptibility.31

The macroscopic susceptibility probes both contributio
at low T. If we also take into account the susceptibility of th
Cr(4f v i)-Cr(4f v i) isolated spin pairs (xpair), xmacro may
therefore be expressed as the sum of three contributions

xmacro5x f rustr1xpair1xde f . ~1!

The dominant Curie susceptibility of the defects,xde f , at
low T prevents to probex f rustr through macroscopic mea
surements.

Using Eq. ~1!, we can fit theT dependence ofxmacro
given some simple remarks and minor assumptions. ThT
dependence ofx f rustr is known throughK, and for this rea-
son the fit was performed in the 15 K<T<350 K range,
where we have a full intensity in the NMR signal. ThisT
range of the fit leads to an inaccuracy in the determination
a possible low-T Curie-Weiss temperature ofxmacro; hence
we assume a pure Curie componentxde f5Cde f /T to fit the
low-T upturn. The susceptibilityxpair is quantitatively de-
rived analytically~see the Appendix!. The only unknown pa-
rameters of Eq.~1! are the effective momentsme f f(4 f v i) of
the Cr31 ions of xpair , the Curie constantCde f of the de-
fects, and the hyperfine constantA.

FIG. 12. K ~left! and xmacro ~right! for the p50.95 sample.K
and xmacro do not follow exactly the same law at highT, since
xmacro probes also the susceptibility of the Cr(4f v i)-Cr(4f v i) spin
pairs.
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The fit to xmacro for the p50.95 sample is presented i
Fig. 13 and reproduces correctly the evolution of the exp
mental macroscopic susceptibility in theT.15 K range. In
Table IV we have reported the fitting parameters extrac
from the three samplesp50.81,0.89,0.95. The effective mo
ment is close to the 3.87mB value expected for a Cr31 ion,
and the Curie contributionCde f is found to decrease with
increasingp. The values ofCde f presented here, even if ex
tracted from a fit that does not cover the 5 K<T<15 K
range wherexde f dominates, nevertheless are in good agr
ment with those of Table V, where theCde f value is domi-
nantly determined by the very low-T region fit of xmacro
~Sec. VI!. Finally,A is nearly constant withp, confirming the
assumption of Sec. II that the site dilution does not alter i
significant way the couplings in SCGO, hence that the G
O-Cr hyperfine interaction is also constant with the dilutio

C. Discussion

We compare here our experimental data for the intrin
susceptibilityx f rustr of the frustrated lattice reflected inK to
the calculations performed for the kagome´ and the pyro-
chlore networks through different approaches.

Within a classical frame where the minimization of th
Heisenberg Hamiltonian is constructed on the basis of n
magnetic triangles and tetrahedras, different authors h
simulated the susceptibility of the kagome´ and the pyro-
chlore network by Monte Carlo calculations.31,46,47All these
models suggest a Curie-Weiss susceptibility, which exte
to low T (T!Q), in agreement with the high-T behavior of
K (T.100 K). Although these models do not predict

FIG. 13. The three contributions toxmacro obtained through the
fit described in the text: the kagome´ bilayer susceptibility (x f rustr),
the Cr(4f v i)-Cr(4f v i) spin-pair susceptibility (xpair), and the Curie
susceptibility induced by dilution (xde f5Cde f /T).

TABLE IV. The fitting parametersme f f(4 f v i), Cde f , andA for
thep50.81,0.89,0.95 samples used to reproducexmacro by Eq.~1!.

p me f f(4 f v i) Cde f ~emu K/mol! A3103 (Oe/mB)

0.81 4.0(6)mB 0.51~12! 3.4~4!

0.89 4.5(4)mB 0.45~10! 3.8~4!

0.95 4.3(2)mB 0.25~5! 3.9~2!
7-10
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TABLE V. The parameters of the two-component fit toxmacro described in the text. At low dilution, the
fit yields a stronger error.

p C ~emu K/mol! Q ~K! Cde f ~emu K/mol! Qde f ~K! Cde f /C ~%!

0.72 14.0(2) 467(19) 0.53(3) 2.3(1.0) 3.8(2)
0.81 17.6(3) 650(15) 0.39(3) 0.9(1.0) 2.2(2)
0.89 20.5(4) 752(17) 0.34(3) 0.6(1.0) 1.7(2)
0.90 22.0(6) 792(25) 0.24(3) 0.5(2.0) 1.0(2)
0.95 23.5(7) 826(22) 0.15(3) 0.2(2.0) 0.6(2)
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maximum in the susceptibility versus temperature, all ag
with our results on the absence of a Curie upturn at lowT as
is detected inxmacro.

The susceptibility for theS51/2 kagome´ network has
been calculated by an exact diagonalization of the Heis
berg Hamiltonian.11 As mentioned in the Introduction, th
ground state is constructed here on nonmagnetic spin sin
and a ‘‘gap’’ (D) is predicted between the singlet groun
state and the magnetic spin triplet state. The calculated
ceptibility hence varies as;exp(2D/T) at low T, with a
maximum in the susceptibility occurring atD'0.1J. How-
ever, it seems difficult to reconcile this maximum with o
results. First, we would expect to observe inK a much
sharper decrease in temperature than what is observed
perimentally. Second, the energy scale ofD itself does not
agree with our data. In fact, takingJ'80 K, the maximum
of K falls at Tmax'0.5J.D ~note thatD should be weaker
than 0.1J for S53/2 spins or even disappear!.48 The inter-
pretation of the observed maximum for SCGO has to
researched elsewhere than in the gap predicted by this m
We stress that the Ga(4f ) NMR intensity loss does not allow
us to probe deeply the predictions of this model, wh
places the gap in theT,15 K range. But, clearly, our dat
reveal that other parameters have to be taken into accoun
T@D to explain the origin of the maximum inK vs T at
'0.1Q.

In this context, it appears natural to seek an interpreta
in more conventional terms. The maximum inK versus tem-
perature indicates an increasing magnetic rigidity of
kagomébilayer spin network. As in all thed52 AF systems,
we suggest that the maximum is an experimental signatur
a small reinforcement of the magnetic correlations. The q
siconstancy ofK for all p below this maximum~only a slight
decrease is observed! is, therefore, an indication that the co
relations are short ranged and concomitantly do not dep
on the dilution.

Let us recall the typical characteristics evidenced in
susceptibility ofd52 AF networks with Heisenberg spins a
reviewed in Ref. 49. At highT, the d52 susceptibility fol-
lows a Curie-Weiss law, but exhibits a maximum in the s
ceptibility at a temperatureTmax'Q, which is a conse-
quence of the development of magnetic correlatio
However, in contrast withd53 systems where a long-rang
order is established atTc'Q, a d52 system has a finite
correlation length atTmax'Q that eventually diverges whe
T→0 K. The low dimensionality of the lattice inhibits th
full development of the critical fluctuations. In the case
the kagome´ bilayer of SCGO, we suggest that the geomet
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frustration is even more efficient in preventing correlatio
to develop, moving the maximum inx f rustr down to Tmax
'0.1Q.

On the experimental side, neutron-diffraction measu
ments further support this point of view. As mentioned
Sec. I, neutron studies on SCGO have established that
magnetic correlations in the SG phase (T,Tg) are short
ranged. Mondelli et al. observed recently the neutron
diffraction spectrum in a wider temperature range than
previous experiments (1.5 K<T<200 K).50 As shown in
Ref. 50, the characteristic diffuse peak typical for short-ran
correlations (j'23dCr-Cr) develops atT<60 K, precisely
in the same temperature range where the maximum inx f rustr
occurs. This maximum is, therefore, the signature in the s
ceptibility of the development of these short-range corre
tions. The feeble decrease inx f rustr we observe simply re-
flects the finite value ofj at T,Tmax.

A recent quantum mean-field theory study also points
this direction.51 The basic idea here is to explicitly accou
for the magnetic correlations by constructing the grou
state not on interacting spins, but on interacting triangles
tetrahedras of spins. Within this framework, Garcı´a-Adeva
and Huber calculated the susceptibility of the kagome´ and
the pyrochlore networks for various spin values, providing
reference for comparisons to our Ga NMR shiftK ~their
mean-field theory does not account for the existence o
spatially nonuniform susceptibility responsible for the NM
linewidth broadening, see Sec. VI!. In a recent paper,52 they
also studied the influence of the lattice dilution on the s
ceptibility of these networks. This theory seems to capt
most of the main features of our data: the calculated sus
tibility for the diluted kagome´ and pyrochlore networks ex
hibits a maximum atTmax;0.15Q followed by a feeble de-
crease of the susceptibility in the 0.05Q –0.15Q temperature
range. Although the order of magnitudes found are very
couraging, as we underline in the bottom panel of Fig.
more experimental and theoretical studies are needed he
completely validate this model. Indeed, Garcı´a-Adeva and
Huber predict that the susceptibility’s maximum should
progressively washed out with increasing dilution and ev
tually disappear~for a dilution of ;10–15 % in aS55/2
kagomélattice and for a dilution of;20–30 % in aS53/2
pyrochlore lattice!, a feature that somewhat contradicts o
observations. Furthermore, as evidenced in the bottom p
of Fig. 11, theT dependence ofK for T.Tmax is dilution
independent. This would only agree with the susceptibi
calculated for a diluted pyrochlore lattice, but forT,Tmax
the more pronounced decrease inK we observe is opposite
7-11
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to what is predicted for the pyrochlore lattice. Unfortunate
the Ga NMR intensity loss atT,15 K ~Sec. IV A! does not
enable us to further verify their model, in particular, to ver
whether there is a Curie-like upturn in the susceptibility
T!0.05Q. We conclude then that for an adequate comp
son between data and theory, the influence of the kag´
bilayer structure should be taken into account in the calc
tions. Also, the nonrandom distribution of the nonmagne
vacancies in SCGO’s kagome´ bilayer might induce quantita
tive differences between the calculated and experimental
ceptibilities, as pointed out in Ref. 52.

The general picture drawn by our overview of the expe
mental and theoretical data is that even short-range spin-
correlations clearly play a major role in SCGO, or more ge
erally in all geometrically frustrated compounds. Futu
studies are required in this direction to further uncover
low-T properties of these systems.

VI. DILUTION EFFECTS

In this section, we focus on the dilution-dependent s
ceptibility revealed by the NMR linewidth at lowT. We
show that the low-T paramagnetic behavior observed
xmacro originates from the dilution of the kagome´ bilayer.
This feature is observed in nearly all the geometrically fr
trated AF compounds and appears as a generic behavi
this class of materials.31

Naturally, the macroscopic susceptibility could allow,
some way, to appreciate the dilution effects through its lowT
behavior. Though, the multiplicity of the Cr sites in SCG
complicates the analysis. The Ga(4f ) NMR width not only
enables to evidence that the vacancy of a spin on the
work, i.e., the dilution, generates a paramagnetic defect,
also allows to shed light on the more fundamental ques
concerning the nature of the defect.

A. Low-T macroscopic susceptibility

In Fig. 14 we present the low-T macroscopic susceptibil
ity of most of the samples studied. The low-T paramagnetic
upturn of xmacro is observed at all the concentrations, i

FIG. 14. The low-T macroscopic susceptibility of some of th
SCGO samples studied. The solid line is the two-component fit@Eq.
~2!# to thep50.90 sample.
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creasing in an appreciable way with growing dilution. Th
establishes that the origin of this contribution is related to
Ga/Cr substitution. The nonmagnetic gallium vacancy on
network must, therefore, induce a perturbation, which affe
the neighboring magnetic Cr31 ions. A paramagnetic defec
is then generated, whose susceptibilityxde f is reflected in the
low-T behavior ofxmacro.

In order to determine the exact low-T dependence of the
susceptibility associated with the defects, the contribution
xmacro of both x f rustr andxpair should, in principle, not be
neglected. Sincex f rustr cannot be determined through NM
below 15 K, we follow Ref. 31 and conveniently fitxmacro
by a two-component expression

xmacro5
C

T1Q
1

Cde f

T1Qde f
. ~2!

Anyhow, the corrections fromx f rustr andxpair are small at
low T compared toxde f and do not affect significantly the
analysis. The first Curie-Weiss term roughly takes into
count the contribution fromx f rustr and xpair , which domi-
nate at highT. The second term, the more relevant for th
section, also Curie-Weiss, quantifies the contribution
xde f .

The fits, shown by a solid line in Fig. 14 for thep
50.90 sample, were performed in the 5 K<T<350 K
range for all the samples and reproduce correctly the lowT
behavior ofxmacro. The fitting parameters are presented
Table V and are in agreement with Ref. 31. The values oC
and Q yield an overestimate of'10–20 % compared to
those of Table I. The values ofCde f are in agreement with
the analysis of Sec. V. As expected,Cde f decreases with the
dilution and most importantly is found to be only a wea
fraction of the constantC, Cde f /C;1% ~Table V!. Finally,
the Curie-Weiss temperatureQde f , which is an indication of
the average interaction between the defects, is neglig
small within error bars except for thep50.72 sample for
which it is at most 2 K.

Strictly speaking, it should be finally noticed thatxmacro
is not sufficient on its own to establish experimenta
whether the defects stem from the dilution of the kago´
bilayer. Indeed, the Ga/Cr substitution on a Cr(4f v i) site can,
in principle, break a spin pair and free a paramagnetic s
which can then contribute to the paramagnetic upturn
xmacro. In contrast withxmacro, Ga(4f ) NMR is not sensi-
tive to Cr(4f v i) and, as presented in the following sectio
allows a better understanding of the dilution effects
SCGO.

B. Dilution effects through the Ga„4f … NMR width

In Fig. 15 we present theT dependence (10 K<T
<60 K) of the low-T width of 69,71Ga(4f ) (69,71DH) for
five of the seven samples studied. We recover here the p
erties mentioned about the raw spectra:69,71DH increases as
the temperature drops and is very sensitive to the dilution
contrast withK. The low-T behavior of69,71DH bears strong
similarities to that ofxmacro. The perfect scaling of the
widths of the two isotopes,69,71DH, normalized by the ref-
7-12
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erence field69,71Hre f (5n r f /69,71g)—explicitly shown for
the p50.95 sample in Fig. 15—underlines the magnetic o
gin of the low-T broadening (69,71DH} 69,71Hre f), in agree-
ment with the prior study on thep50.90 sample.32

The fact that the69,71Ga(4f ) linewidth increases rapidly
at low T and with the dilution, whereas the shift varies littl
establishes the existence of a susceptibility that isspatially
inhomogeneousover the kagome´ bilayer, due to the defect
associated with the Ga/Cr substitution. Since the Ga(4f ) nu-
clei are only coupled to the kagome´ bilayer, the defects
probed by Ga NMR are necessarilylocalized in the kagome´
bilayer.

The effect associated with the dilution is not reduced t
mere suppression of a Cr site without any magnetic signa
over the neighboring spins~i.e., a magnetic defect! as indi-
cated by the large modification of the69,71Ga(4f ) line shape
at low T. Indeed, in the opposite case, one would expec
line shape, which results from the gallium nuclear sp
coupled to various Cr environments all bearing the sa
susceptibility. One would, therefore, expect the linewidth
scale with the susceptibility, thenK, which varies only by
20% from 60 K to 15 K, whereas the linewidth increases
one order of magnitude. For this very same reason, a sp
distribution of the hyperfine constant, which yields also
width proportional toK, cannot justify the broadening ob
served and also has to be ruled out.

TheT dependence of69,71DH is correctly reproduced by a
Curie-Weiss law of the formCde f/NMR /(T1Qde f/NMR),
whereCde f/NMR is a constant andQde f/NMR a Curie-Weiss
temperature. The fits are presented in Fig. 15 as solid li
The values ofQde f/NMR are extremely low, with a maximum
of '4 K, and varyrandomly with dilution. Although we
cannot exclude completely a Curie-Weiss behavior, es
cially at high dilution, we may consider the evolution
temperature of69,71DH as very close to a Curie law. Th
values ofCde f/NMR are plotted as a function of (12p) in the
top panel of Fig. 16~right y axis! along with the values of

FIG. 15. 69,71DH versusT for some samples studied.69,71DH is
extracted from then r f 540.454 MHz spectra following the fit de
scribed in Sec. IV B.69,71DH is normalized by the reference fiel
69,71Hre f to superimpose results from the two isotopes~as explicitly
shown for p50.95). The solid lines are the Curie-Weiss fi
Cde f/NMR /(T1Qde f/NMR).
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Cde f extracted fromxmacro by Eq. ~2! ~left y axis!.53 As
shown, the dependencies of bothCde f and Cde f/NMR on (1
2p) perfectly match, suggesting that69,71DH and xmacro

probe the same susceptibility at lowT, i.e., xde f . This is
further underlined in Fig. 17 by the linear relationship b
tween 69,71DH/Hre f and xmacro at low T. Since the defects
probed by Ga NMR are located in the kagome´ bilayer, Figs.
16 and 17 indicate that the defects on the Cr(4f v i) sites yield
a contribution scaling with that one from the kagome´ bilayer
or contribute little toxmacro. In view of the quantitative
analysis ofCde f presented in Ref. 54, the latter explanation
the more plausible. Finally, we note in Fig. 16 thatCde f/NMR
andCde f are linear with (12p) at low dilutions (p.0.90),
and become progressively sublinear with (12p) at higher
dilutions. This deviation is directly perceptible in the spec
of Fig. 9, where the full width at half maximum of thep
50.81 sample is clearly not four times that of thep50.95
sample.

FIG. 16. Top panel:Cde f extracted fromxmacro ~left! and
Cde f/NMR ~right! extracted from the NMR width69,71DH versus
dilution (12p). The dashed line is a guide to the eye. Botto
panel: The SG temperatureTg of our SCGO samples versus dilu
tion.

FIG. 17. 69,71DH versusxmacro for some of the samples studie
(T is an implicit parameter!.
7-13
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C. Discussion on the nature of the defect

1. Models for the localized defects

To our knowledge, two models describe the dilution
fects in a geometrically frustrated system. Both are c
structed in a classical approach where the ground state
responds to a minimization of the exchange energies
triangles~or tetrahedras! of spins.

The most recent model was proposed by Moessner
Berlinsky.47 The basic idea here is that a paramagnetic m
ment in the kagome´ network is generated when two vaca
cies are adjacent on a triangle~three adjacent vacancies a
needed for the pyrochlore network!. The defect correspond
in this case to a unique spin of the network, and at l
dilution the defect’s susceptibility isxde f;(12p)2/T for the
kagoménetwork@;(12p)3/T for the pyrochlore network#.
This prediction is in striking contrast with the linear variatio
of the NMR width on dilution reported in Fig. 16. To recon
cile our data to the theory of Ref. 47, it was suggested in R
55 that the magnetic broadening of the width may reflec
distribution of random local fields (}xde f) due to the cou-
pling of each gallium nucleus to the 12 neighboring Cr si
of the kagome´ bilayer. Basically, the NMR widthDH would
then probe the mean deviation of the susceptibility on th
12 sites~and not simplyxde f), thusDH}A(12p)2/T. Al-
though appealing, this scenario is quite unlikely since
macroscopic susceptibility measurements, which are inse
tive to the effect of a local summation of fields, do not yie
a quadratic (12p)2 variation on dilution.

The second model—purely empirical—was proposed
Ref. 31. There, a defect is generated by a vacancy, w
perturbs the neighboring spins, uncorrelating them from
rest of the spin network. These uncorrelated spins were b
tized ‘‘orphan’’ spins. Two distinct spin populations then c
exist: the orphan spins with a paramagnetic behavior mak
up the defect and the frustrated spins outside the defect
a susceptibility equal tox f rustr . In order to examine the
implications of the orphan model on the Ga(4f ) NMR low-
T spectrum, we assume, as a starting point, that the defe
built only on the orphan spins that are nearest neighbors~nn!
of the vacancy~Fig. 18!. We consider the important case
the p50.95 sample where the dilution is weak enough
allow refined conclusions and where the Ga/Cr substitu
occurs only on the kagome´ layers @the Cr(2a) site is not
substituted, see Fig. 3#. A simulation allows us to model the
expected line shape. To do so, we start by randomly s
pressing 5% of the spins on the kagome´ network to account
for the existence of nonmagnetic vacancies. The nn spin
the vacancies are given a susceptibility}me f f

2 (de f)/T,
whereme f f(de f)'1.5mB ~evaluated later in the section! to
account for the orphan spins, whereas the remaining Cr s
are given a susceptibilityx f rustr . Next, we classify the vari-
ous nuclear populations along their Cr environments. To c
struct the spectrum, each population is associated to a q
rupole line simulated with the parameters of Table II, with
shift reflecting their Cr environment and an intens
weighted by the population size. Finally, the Ga(4f ) NMR
simulated line is obtained by summing the spectra associ
with all the nuclear populations. The line simulation forT
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520 K and T510 K is presented in Fig. 18. As shown
neither the broadening, nor the simulated line shape ag
with our 71Ga(4f ) low-T experimental spectrum. Indeed,
the p50.95 sample,'35% of the gallium nuclei do no
probe an orphan spin, hence'35% of the spectral weigh
yields a shift proportional tox f rustr ~short dashed line in Fig
18!. The majority of the gallium nuclei probe at least on
orphan spin, so that'65% of the spectral weight yields
shift dominated by a 1/T contribution at lowT ~dashed line
in Fig. 18!. Independently of the value ofme f f , one would,
therefore, expect to observe'65% of the spectral weight to
shift toward the low fields with decreasing temperatu
whereas the remaining part is shifted little. This would yie
a nonobserved asymmetric broadening of the NMR line w
decreasing temperature.

Clearly, a model built on orphan spin nn of the vacancy
unsatisfactory and the perturbation generated by the vaca
must be extended in space. Can we then imagine the de
to be made up of orphan spins that are first, second, th
etc. neighbors of the vacancy? Since the spin-spin interac
is AF this situation is very unlikely to occur.56 As we show
below, an extended staggered perturbation constructed o
AF interaction is conceivable.

2. A defect built on AF correlations

In Sec. V we showed via the observed NMR shift th
x f rustr exhibits a maximum in temperature, a common fe
ture for the AF correlated systems. It is, therefore, natura
seek an interpretation for the origin of the paramagnetic
fect also in the general context of the AF correlated syste
Indeed in the AF systems such as thed51 spin chains,57 the
quasi-two-dimensional spin ladders,58 and the d52
cuprates,59 it is now well established that a vacancy~or a
magnetic impurity! generates a long-range oscillating ma
netic perturbation and creates a paramagnetic compone
the macroscopic susceptibility. Thesymmetricbroadening of
the NMR line observed in these systems is to be related

FIG. 18. The simulated sweep field central line of71Ga(4f ) at
T520 K andT510 K (n r f 540.454 MHz) if orphan spin nn to
the vacancy were present in the kagome´ bilayer of the p50.95
sample. Also shown is the experimental central line of71Ga(4f )
recorded forp50.95 at 20 K~open circles!. The area of the experi-
mental and of the simulated lines are normalized.
7-14
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theoscillatingcharacter of the perturbation. We propose th
the dilution effects of the SCGO kagome´ bilayer can be de-
scribed by the same physics of these correlated systems

We recall first some basics concerning this model. T
presence of a vacancy in the AF correlated network of sp
develops a magnetic perturbation, which, in a general fa
ion, affects a spin at the lattice positionrW as

m~rW !;x8~rW !Hre f ,

wherem(rW), x8(rW), andHre f are the magnetization, the su
ceptibility, and the applied magnetic field~constant overrW).
For an AF system,x8(rW) is peaked at a given vectorQW . As
an example, we choosex8(rW) to have a Gaussian shape

x8~rW !5x* G~rW•QW !exp~2r 2/4j2!,

where the functionG(rW•QW ) is oscillating and periodic inrW

with a periodicity related toQW . j is the spin-spin correlation
length andx* is the amplitude ofx8(rW). This translates into
an oscillating polarization of the spin network with a perio
icity of ;Q21 and damped over;j.

In Fig. 19 we illustrate this with a polarization calculate
for the kagome´ network. In the absence of low diluted sing
crystals necessary to determine the exact form ofx8(rW) and
the nature of the vectorQW through neutron-diffraction ex
periments, we assume a Gaussian shape forx8(rW) and take
the reciprocal vectorQW 5(1/3,1/3) of the so-called kagoḿ
A33A3 spin configuration. By selecting this vector, we pa
tially account for the effects related to frustration.

The staggered shape of the polarization ensures tha
NMR line of the nuclei probing the spins of the lattice

FIG. 19. A Gaussian staggered polarization of arbitrary inten
generated by a vacancy~center of the figure! on a 50-site kagome´
lattice.j is twice the spin-spin distance and the staggered vecto

QW 5(1/3,1/3), i.e., the vector of theA33A3 kagome´ spin configu-
ration.
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broadened on both sides, i.e., that the broadening is sym
ric and scales with the applied field, in agreement with o
data.A nonstaggered polarization would generate only loc
fields pointing in the same direction and the NMR line wou
then be only broadened on one side, i.e., the broaden
would be asymmetric (as in the orphan spin model). The
actual shape of the broadening~Gaussian, Lorentzian, etc.!

depends onx8(rW), on the vectorQW , and on the geometrica
details of the nucleus-spin coupling.

On the macroscopic stand, the vacancy generates a p
magnetic defect with a macroscopic susceptibility

xde f5
~12p!me f f

~de f! 2

3kBT
, ~3!

whereme f f
(de f) is the effective moment of a defect. Althoug

the exact nature of the defect is not well established an
still the object of theoretical studies,60 two scenarios may be
conceived.

~1! The defect is the sum of all the polarizations, in oth
words the magnetizationM5( rW m(rW), whose susceptibility
is paramagnetic. The 1/T variation of the overall moment ha
then no intuitive explanation.

~2! The vacancy generates a localized paramagnetic
ment on the nn spins, which generates the staggered resp
x8(rW) in the spin network. In this case, one needs to und
stand microscopically why a paramagnetic moment is c
ated.

Quantitatively, the expected NMR broadening is magne
and related tox* andj by

DH}Ax* F~j,12p!
Hre f

T
, ~4!

whereA is the hyperfine coupling constant between the s
and the nucleus.F is a function ofj and of the dilution (1
2p). The form ofF depends on the form ofx8(rW).

The NMR width is sensitive to all variations inT of j(T)
andx* (T) in contrast with the macroscopic measuremen
The surprising simple 1/T variation ofDH we observe by Ga
NMR in SCGO might indicate that once the correlations
in below 50 K, very little changes occur forj(T) andx* (T)
due to the high frustration. Concerningj(T), neutron mea-
surements are very rewarding since they do infer that
spin-spin correlation is constant with temperature whenT
<60 K ~Sec. V!.

At low dilution, where the interaction between the defec
can be neglected,F(12p)}(12p). The evolution of
Cde f/NMR with the dilution reflects that ofF(j,12p). Figure
16 indicates thatCde f/NMR is linear with (12p) at low dilu-
tion, but deviates progressively from linearity at higher dil
tion. This deviation is indeed expected. It can be associa
with an ‘‘interference’’ between the polarizations induced
the nearby vacancies. This phenomenon, known now for s
eral years, was first evidenced in the case of the Ruderm
Kittel-Kosuya-Yosida polarization in the dilute alloys.61 It is
very important to note thatCde f/NMR likely extrapolates to
zero whenp→1 or in the worst case to a value lower tha
the observed values ofCde f/NMR for p<0.95. Since the SG
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L. LIMOT et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 144447
state occurs at nearly the same temperature in all the sam
andTg varies in the opposite way of 12p ~bottom panel of
Fig. 16!, this clearly demonstrates thatthe origin of the SG
state is not related to the dilution-induced defects. Whether a
small residualp-independent Curie term associated with
trinsic ~topological! defects might explain the freezing is st
a matter of speculation as Cr concentrations higher thap
.0.95 would be necessary to conclude.

To summarize, our NMR and macroscopic susceptibi
results agree perfectly with a picture of a defect built on
AF correlations of the frustrated network. In conclusion w
now elaborate on the effective value of the paramagn
moment detected in the low-T macroscopic susceptibility.

Following Eq.~3! and from theCde f constant of Table V,
we deduce a nearlyp-independent value for the defect effe
tive magnetic moment ofme f f

(de f)'1.5mB smaller than the
expected 3.87mB value for a freeS53/2 spin. The weak ratio
Cde f /C of Table V is then simply explained in this viewpoin
since Cde f /C5(12p)me f f

(de f) 2/pme f f
2 (Cr31)'0.15(1

2p)/p. We can either speculate that the geometric frus
tion might diminish the efficiency of the polarization induce
by the vacancy, indication that the nature of the defec
complex, or the paramagnetic defect can be modeled in
S51/2 spin quantum state. Also, in the case whereme f f

(de f)

results from the sum of the oscillating spin polarizatio
there is no reason to find a 3/2 value. Further theoret
work in this direction is indeed required to model the def
and achieve a quantitative understanding of our data.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

The SCGO kagome´ bilayer compound was studie
through a local probe over a wide variety of Cr concent
tions. We unraveled properties of the archetype of geome
cally frustrated compounds, otherwise nonaccessible thro
macroscopic measurements.

Ga(4f ) NMR allowed us to observe the kagome´ bilayer
susceptibilityx f rustr . A maximum inx f rustr occurs at a tem-
peratureTmax'0.1Q, robust to a dilution as high as'20%.
No gaped feature is evidenced. The maximum signals
appearance of short-ranged magnetic correlations in
kagomébilayer, as observed in all the AFd52 Heisenberg
systems.Tmax is an energy scale for SCGO, which sets a n
constraint on the theoretical models.

A close examination of the dilution effects by Ga(4f )
NMR allowed us to establish, on a firm experimental grou
that paramagnetic defects are present on the kagome´ bilayer.
The defects stem from the vacancies in the spin network,
from the substitution of magnetic Cr31 ions with nonmag-
netic Ga31 ions. The defects are responsible for the lowT
Curie upturn of xmacro. The macroscopic susceptibility
therefore, does not probe an intrinsic property of the kago´
bilayer at lowT, but mainly a property related to the dilution
Interestingly, the SG transition is detected precisely in
low-T upturn of xmacro. As there are experimental signa
tures suggesting that this transition is an intrinsic feature
SCGO,25,62 this means that the defects do not trigger t
freezing, but do freeze atT,Tg . The origin of the SG tran-
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sition remains to be elucidated.
Finally, we proposed a mechanism that justifies the ex

tence of the paramagnetic defects, which, to our knowled
is the only one that gives a consistent interpretation for b
the Ga(4f ) NMR and the macroscopic susceptibility resul
Our NMR data point at a defect that possesses strong an
gies with the defects observed in most of the AF correla
systems—where the presence of a vacancy~or a magnetic
impurity! generates a staggered response from the spin
work. Up to now, the dilution in SCGO, or more generally
the frustrated systems, has been considered as a paras
effect to be minimized in order to measure the intrinsic pro
erties related to the geometric frustration. In light of o
results, it is interesting to adopt another point of view. T
study of the response from the magnetic lattice to a nonm
netic vacancy can be an indirect way of probing the intrin
properties of the frustrated network such asj(T) or x* (T).
The experimental study and the theoretical models to
scribe this response are a yet undiscovered domain of in
tigation for the geometrically frustrated systems.
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APPENDIX: SUSCEPTIBILITY OF AN ISOLATED
SPIN PAIR

We consider pairs of spinss with an AF exchange con
stantJ. Their states are labeled by their total spin quant
number S50,1,2, . . . ,2s, and lie at energiesES5JS(S
11)/2 relative to the ground state. The partition function f
N independent pairs (2N being the total number of spin
involved in pair formation! is

Z5F (
S50,2s

gSexp~2bES!GN

,

wheregS is the degeneracy of each level andb51/kBT. The
sum is taken overS50,1,2,3, . . . ,2s. We now apply an ex-
ternal fieldH to calculate the susceptibility. The degenera
is lifted by a Zeeman splittingEmS

(H)5gmBHmS so that

Z~H !5F (
S50,2s

(
mS52S,S

exp@2b~ES1EmS
!#GN

,

where mS522s, . . . ,0, . . . ,2s are the Zeeman levels for
spin S. From the expression ofZ(H) we then derive the
susceptibility ofN isolated spin pairs

x5
Ng2mB

2

kBT

(
S50,2s

(
mS52S,S

mS
2exp~2bES!

(
S50,2s

gSexp~2bES!

.
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The susceptibility of a Cr(4f v i)-Cr(4f v i) spin pair (s
53/2) per formula unit of SCGO is, therefore,

xpair5p4 f v i

2 x

N

5
p4 f v i

2 me f f
2

s~s11!kBT

3
2 exp~2bJ!110 exp~23bJ!128 exp~26bJ!

113 exp~2bJ!15 exp~23bJ!17 exp~26bJ!
,

e

g

e

.

n-

h.

an

a

c

u
,

B

.

tu

e

14444
where we have introduced the effective momentme f f

5Ag2mB
2s(s11). The value of the AF exchange consta

i.e., of the singlet-triplet gap, isJ518.6(1) meV.33 To ac-
count for the dilution effects,xpair is weighted byp4 f v i

2 , the

statistical probability of having a pair of Cr(4f v i)-Cr(4f v i)
per formula unit of SCGO. The value ofp4 f v i

is known from

neutron refinements~Fig. 3!. Note that in the limit T
@J/kB , we recover the sum of twos53/2 paramagnetic
susceptibilities: 2p4 f v i

2 me f f
2 /3kBT.
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